
Pupil premium analysis for 18/19 and next steps for 19/20 

                 About pupil premium at One Degree Academy:  

 

“The effective use of the pupil premium funding enables disadvantaged pupils to make outstanding progress. Leaders use assessment 

information to provide disadvantaged pupils access to highly effective interventions. As a result, disadvantaged pupils’ needs are well met.” 

Ofsted report 2019 - One Degree Academy  

 

 

At One Degree Academy we believe that all pupils are capable of the highest possible academic and personal outcomes: all our children should 

have the opportunity to go to university should they choose. We also recognise that the majority of our children come from areas of significant 

deprivation and welcome the pupil premium as a further resource to ensure that there is no disparity of opportunity within our community.  

 

We want every child to flourish at One Degree in preparation for a life of choice and opportunity, and are committed to this being the case 

regardless of deprivation or any other challenge. We use the pupil premium as a resource to support our students in our relentless aim to close 

the gap between the poorest children and their more affluent peers. We are proud of our work and record to date in this regard and believe 

our judicious use of the pupil premium has been a significant factor in helping us close or eradicate gaps between PP and non PP children.  

  

The Government do not dictate to schools how they should spend their money, however schools must indicate how the funding is being used 

effectively and purposefully in order to raise the attainment of disadvantaged pupils.  The Government has published further information about 

Pupil Premium on gov.uk here. Ofsted have published further information here. 
 

Context: 

● One Degree opened with 1 form of reception children in September 2016 in temporary accommodation, housed within another school 

site. 

● 43% of ODA pupils live in one of the 10% most deprived postcodes in the UK (IDACI) 

● 85% of ODA pupils live in one of the 20% most deprived postcodes in the UK (IDACI) 

● All ODA pupils live in one of the 40% most deprived postcodes in the UK (IDACI) 

● Over 60% of ODA families collect food weekly from the ODA foodbank 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pupil-premium-information-for-schools-and-alternative-provision-settings
http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/pupil-premium
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Pupil Premium Numbers 
Pupil Premium students on roll  % of whole school  

Jul19  34*  45% 

 

*This figure excludes multiple children whose parents had no recourse to public funds and therefore did not meet the eligibility requirements 

for pupil premium funding. However, One Degree Academy provided a similar package of support as if they had been pupil premium. It should 

be noted due to small cohort size small variations can skew outcomes data.  

  

About pupil premium at One Degree Academy  

 

“The Pupil Premium is designed to support schools to raise the attainment of disadvantaged children. However, many of the most effective 

ways to do this – including improving the quality of teaching – will also benefit other groups: that is fine. Likewise, some forms of targeted 

academic support or wider strategies will benefit other children, including children with Special Educational Needs and Children in Need.” - 

THE EEF GUIDE TO THE PUPIL PREMIUM 2019 

 

With nearly half of all children eligible for pupil premium funding, we have considered the main barriers to educational achievement for pupil 

premium children. Some funded initiatives are universally available to all students, but we know will help remove barriers to achievement 

especially for pupil premium children. Without pupil premium funding some of these initiatives would not be possible.  

 

Some of the main barriers to educational achievement for our premium children are: 

 

1. Social, emotional and mental health 

2. A knowledge gap - including vocabulary 

3. Poor attendance 

4. Fragmented familial structures 

5. Parental engagement/efficacy 

6. Housing  
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Total amount of PPG (Pupil Premium Grant) received for 18/19 was £37,620  

 

Allocation and Analysis of PP spend 18/19  

Use of funding in 

18/19 
PPG  

% of 

total 

cost 

Barriers to 

achievement it 

addresses 

Impact 
Plans for 19/20? Does the 

evidence support this continuing 

Additional Associate 

Tutor Staffing in KS1. 

To provide additional 

SEMH support and 1:1 / 

small group catch up 

intervention 

13,520 17% 1 - SEMH 

2 - Knowledge gap 

● Year 1 PP students performed better than their 

peers in the phonics screener. Gap still remains in 

Writing and SPAG  

● Year 2 SATs the PP gap has closed or is closing in 

Writing, Maths and SPAG. Further work needs to be 

done to close the gap in reading.  

We need to consider how we 

might use staff to mirror the 

progress in KS1 and close the 

attainment gap at EYFS. PP 

EYFS children need to make 

greater progress than their 

peers to ensure the gap is 

closed   

Developing staff 

through SLT led 

precision coaching to 

improve the quality of 

teaching and learning in 

all areas 

9,540 6% 2 - Knowledge gap 

● Quality of teaching, learning and assessment 

judged to be outstanding by Ofsted 

● Reception: PP children enter with a lower baseline 

and this attainment gap has not closed by the end 

of reception, PP children need to make more rapid 

progress.  

● Year 1: All PP students passed their phonics 

screener (12% Non PP students did not).  

● Year 2:  SATs the PP gap has closed or is closing in 

Writing, Maths and SPAG. Further work needs to be 

done to close the gap in reading.  

We need to sustain the 

excellent quality of Teaching 

and Learning.  

 

 

Continuing to work with 

targeted (PP) parents 

and children to develop 

SMEH capacity, building 

teams around children 

to support learning. 

9,000 45% 
1 - SEMH 

4 - Family 

5 - Parenting 

● 60% of parents who attend family learning are 

pupil premium parents.  

● The average number of PP behaviour incidents is 

lower than non PP children. The number of 

behaviour incidents has fallen across the school.  

We need to continue to work 

with parents and children to 

develop SMEH and teams around 

the child. 
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Student hardship fund - 

To support 

participation and 

attendance at school by 

providing subsidised 

trips / enrichment 

experiences to Pupil 

Premium students. 

Providing uniform to 

students.  

1,134 100% 3 - Attendance 

● There is less than 1% gap in  attendance at school 

between PP and Non PP (96.5% VS 97.4) 

● 100% ol PP children have attended termly 

enrichment trips 

We need to continue to support 

our PP children to ensure they 

attend and full participate  

Daily Breakfast club  1,066 38%% 3 - Attendance 

6 - Housing 

● 38% of students attending breakfast club are pupil 

premium students, including a free breakfast clubs 

for children traveling on the school bus. 

● There is no gap in attendance at school between 

PP and Non PP 

We need to continue to provide 

this with greater targeting of PP 

students, to ensure a higher 

proportion attend.  

After school clubs - PPM 

children offered 85% 

discount to enable 

children to attend a 

club 

1,980 100% 
2 - Knowledge Gap 

5 - Parenting 

3 - Attendance 

● 64% of our pupil premium students attended  an 

afterschool club vs 60% of non pupil premium 

children. 

We will continue to offer this as 

part of developing the 

confidence and aspirations of 

our PP children. 

Senior lead for Maths 

Mastery programme 
1,440 2% 2 - Knowledge Gap 

● The gap identified in attainment in mathematics 

has been closed. KS1 outcomes show PP students 

outperformed Non PP students by 11%. In year 1 PP 

students make greater progress in maths and the 

gap is starting to close. 

We should continue this 

programme and consider how 

we can develop similar 

leadership for Reading and 

English   
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Future plans: 

 

Our funding for 1920 will be approximately £48,573 (Subject to student numbers as we are a growing school). In line with guidance from 

the EEF and others we will consider a tiered approach to Pupil Premium spending, prioritising improving teaching and learning.  

 

Use of funding in 19/20 

ESt PPG 

Spend  % of total cost 

Barriers to 

achieve it seeks to 

address  Rationale (See Appendix A) 

Tier 1 - Teaching and Learning  

Developing staff through SLT-led precision 

coaching  £12,215 4% 2 - Knowledge gap 

This will improve and sustain  the quality of teaching, 

enabling any attainment gap to be closed. It will improve 

the quality of small phonics groups.  

Senior lead for Maths Mastery programme - We 

will provide leadership time to sustain the 

improvements made in Maths last year  £1,700 3% 2 - Knowledge Gap 

This supports closing the gap in mathematics identified in 

the Y1 17/18 analysis via a senior whole school lead for 

our maths mastery programme 

Leadership of reading and english - We will 

provide leadership time for staff to develop and 

improve Reading and English.  £2,300 3% 2 - Knowledge Gap 

This supports closing the gap that has been identified in 

this year’s report  

Tier 2 - Targeted Academic Support 

Additional Associate Tutor Staffing in EYFS, KS1 

and KS2  £17,700  17% 

1 - SEMH 

2 - Knowledge gap 

This will continue to support closing the attainment gap 

on entry at EYFS. This will be through small intervention 

groups, 1:1 tuition and targeted support in class 

Tier 3 - Wider Strategies  

Continuing to work with targeted (PP) parents 

and children to develop SMEH capacity, building 

teams around children to support learning.  £9,000  45% 

1 - SEMH 

4 - Family 

5 - Parenting 

This will support learning both at home and  at school - 

See Appendix A 
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Student hardship fund - to provide subsidised 

trips and enrichment experiences to Pupil 

Premium students. We believe great care 

underpins everything we do and provides the 

bedrock to enable our students to progress.  £1,890  100% 

3 - Attendance 

6 - Housing 

This will enable all students to access the same 

experiences and learning as their peers. 

Daily Breakfast club  £1,500  75% 

3 - Attendance 

6 - Housing 

This helps improve attendance and set children up for the 

day so they are ready to learn 

After school clubs - PPM children offering 85% 

discount to enable children to attend a club  £1,500  50% 

2 - Knowledge Gap 

3 - Attendance 

This will enable all students to access the same 

experiences and learning as their peers. 

Develop the school library by improving the 

quality and variety of books stocked.   £1,000  50%  2 - Knowledge Gap 

Many of our PP children may not have access to age 

appropriate books to help with reading. We wil improve 

the range of books available to students.  

 

 

We will review progress using a range of metrics: Attendance, Attainment & Progress, Behaviour tracking, Curriculum KPIS, Parental 

engagement. We report formally to governors in September 2020 on the impact of the PPG spend.  
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Appendix A - Supporting Rational.  

 

TO RAISE ATTAINMENT: Additional Teaching staff to enable small group intervention and small phonics groups 

 

Rationale: The quality of teaching is the most significant factor influencing pupil progress, and in particular excellent quality feedback is 

critical, according to the EEF.  We ensure a greater number of adults per class to enable that 1:1 feedback and intervention work to take 

place. We also ensure those adults receive the same deliberate practice and coaching as our teachers to make sure support staff supplement 

the work of the teacher.  

 

  

TO RAISE ATTAINMENT: Read Write Inc and phonics interventions 

  

Evidentiary Base: the evidence for phonics as a critical component of learning to read is widely accepted and features on the EEF toolkit[1]. 
Read Write Inc has a number of studies that have been done, including an EEF Efficacy Trial, demonstrating impact for all pupils. 

  

Rationale: there is a strong evidentiary base for the programme. We are using the PPG to fund training for all staff to be able to deliver RWI as 

drawing on additional staff from the leadership team. This will mean smaller, more targeted groups and intensive intervention for children 

working below are. 

  

TO RAISE ATTAINMENT:  Embedded psychotherapy provision – Anna Freud Centre 

  

Evidentiary Base: taken from the research done by the EEF on social and emotional learning. Evidence has shown teaching these skills to 

parents and students can help raise attainment and close the gap.  

  

Rationale: Many of our PP children have social and emotional needs as evidenced in our ELG Managing behaviour and feeling scores. This makes 

this targeted intervention very important in 17/18 as it may also enhance the impact of other initiatives. As evidenced by the EEF, improved 

behaviour can improve outcomes.  

 

 TO RAISE ATTAINMENT:  Enabling access to enrichment activities.  
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Evidentiary Base: Evidence from the EEF on the impact sporting and other enrichment activities is low. However, if linked to 

literacy, outdoor experiences have been shown to have an impact.  

  

Rationale: We want our children to be able to receive the same experiences as all other children at school. This includes access to uniform, 

trips and opportunities such as after school clubs. We plan to launch this next year to target specifically PPM children. 

 

 

[1] https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/resources/teaching-learning-toolkit/phonics/ 

[2] https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/oral-language-interventions/ 

[3]http://www.ican.org.uk/~/media/Ican2/What%20We%20Do/Talk%20Prog/Talk%20Boost/Talk%20Boost%20interim%20report%2029%20May%20

2012.ashx 

[4] https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/outdoor-adventure-learning/ 

 

 


